
LIFE IS A LITTLE BIT EASIER
WITH LIVITE.

Polishop: Capitalizing Mobile Commerce

Product Overview

Polishop is a shopping app for Polishop, a Brazilian company marketing goods 
across a wide range of categories. The app, compatible with both iOS and Android 
platforms, targets the growing number of mobile shoppers.

Company  Overview

Polishop, a Brazil-based retail firm, offers products across a gamut of categories 
including beauty, fitness, wellness, kitchen, home  and electronics and has business 
interests in Argentina, Chile, Peru and Spain besides the native country.

Company Challenges 

     Extending market reach
     Capitalizing mobile commerce on iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch devices
     Offering clutter-free shopping experience
     Offering personalized shopping
     Getting customer-insights 
     Improving shopping experience
     Improving customer-loyalty 
     Branding

mCommerce Overview

"Over 60% of the world population has the mobile Internet access, and globally 1 in 
10 USD e-commerce is spent via a tablet or smartphone. In developed countries like  
the US, the ratio is 1:3."

Benefits of mobile commerce

For consumers
     Convenient
     No need to carry cash
     Quick and easy
     Saves time queuing to pay for items

For Businesses 

     Improved reach
     Reduced operating and marketing cost
     Location tracking
     Better customer-insights
     Personalizing offers

Solution 

To bridge the brand with its mobile customers we provided end-to-end mobile 
commerce development and integration solution to our client. Take a glimpse of 
how  Polishop works.

Business Challenge 

When mobile 
commerce has 
reached the tipping 
point and customer 
expereince (CX) has 
become a key 
differentiator, not 
adapting with the 
scenario means lost 
customers and lost 
revenue. Could 
Polishop find a way 
out?
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The Menu options includes:

    Categories
    My Purchase
    Shops Map
    Call Center
    Settings/Configuration
    Favorites

The search option is offered at the top to ease the user's search.

The configuration page allows users to enable/disable notifications, rate the app and 
report problems related to the app. Here, users can also check version, privacy 
policy and terms and conditions of the app. With a bid to improve navigation, the 
bottom of the  app also contains buttons, viz., showcase, categories, profile, cart and 
more.

Result

Polishop, available for both Android and iOS users, gave a better penetration to the 
brand across the mobile user-segment. The company witnessed increased traffic, 
conversion, and sales. The customer analytics obtained from the app, helped it to 
increase the revenue further by successfully leveraging the upsell and cross-sell 
techniques. 

Why it Interested Us?

m-Commerce app development for Polishop was a great opportunity for us to 
showcase our technical expertise in native and hybrid application development. The 
application holds cross-platform compatibility. For Apple users, we leveraged the 
native mobile application components from the latest framework, that is, Swift 2, and 
for Android users, we picked from the  Corona SDK, PhoneGap, Dojo Mobile, and 
other latest ones. Balanced use of native and hybrid components including HTML5, 
CSS, and JavaScript.

Strategy

We worked hand-in-hand with Polishop to know not just their requirements and 
challenges, but of their customers' too. We kept scalability, flexibility and security 
aspects at the core of our mobile application development strategy to ensure that 
the delivered product is ready to meet the current and emerging needs and 
challenges. The app development process was complemented well with the 
integration support by a panel of our IT experts. We made sure that the application 
communicates with the backend data and systems like enterprise resource planning, 
databases, and financial systems to let people behind the scene take the right action 
on any queries, leads, service requests or grievance raised by front-end users, i.e. 
shoppers.

About Us 

Root Info Solutions (RIS) is a globally recognized Information Technology consulting 
and software outsourcing company based in the UK. In addition, we have an 
offshore software development and implementation center in New Delhi, India. We 
provide enterprise web and mobility solutions using different programming 
languages/frameworks including PhoneGap, Drupal, Angular JS, Magento, Python, 
Android, Swift, and more. We have been serving clients across different sectors and 
verticals since 2004.

Transformation

Improving 
customer-experience 
across iOS and 
Android platforms, 
Polishop shopping 
app helped the 
business to make a 
deeper penetration in 
the market and 
maximize sales and 
revenue. 


